Dear Poets,
Today’s teaching takeaway examines Sandra Simonds’s “Red Wand” from The Sonnets (Bloof
Books, 2014), Keats at the ready.
Red Wand
Sometimes I try to make poetry but mostly
I try to earn a living. There’s something still living
in every urn, I am sure of it. The ash moves
around inside the vase like the magnetic filings that make
the moustache of Wooly Willy. Maybe a new face counts
as reincarnation. The wand says, “I’ll be your ostrich,
if you’ll be my swan.” In this life, what did I do wrong?
I think my heart is a magnet too. It attracts anything
that attracts joy like the summer grasses the swans track through.
OMG, how in love I am with joy and with yours—how I know
that adding to it would only take it further off course,
off its precarious center, so for once, I won’t touch it.
I will stand wand-length away—let it
glide stupidly on its weightless line, without me.

A closer look at “Red Wand’s” letter magic . . .
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How It’s Put Together
Lines 1-2

Sometimes I try to make poetry but mostly
I try to earn a living.

The work opens with an adverb followed by an “I” statement about attempting art.
Simonds’s use of try and poetry places the earlier t-r-y into a near-neighboring word where it’s
pronounced ‘tree’ (poetry).
What words perform this type of nestled sound-swap?
Bly (as in Nellie)
coy
rip
Tig (as in Notaro)

assembly
coyote
ripen
tighten

others?
“I try to make poetry” . . . are we headed into an ars poetica?
Line 1 ends on adverbial enjambment.
Line 2 is our reality check. Capitalism.
Lines 2-5

There’s something still living
in every urn, I am sure of it. The ash moves
around inside the vase like the magnetic filings that make
the moustache of Wooly Willy.

Line 2 repeats living and enjambs.
Line 3 contains the homophonic urn mirroring the sound with sure, the former alluding, perhaps,
to Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn1” since the narrator’s trying to make poetry. Urn lays
groundwork for the associative ash and vase; the iambically paired “around inside” adds
rhythmic fuel.
Line 4’s simile bridges us toward a toy in existence since 1955, or 134 years after Keats’s death.

Note the alliteration of “make the moustache” and “Wooly Willy.”
Lines 5-6

“Maybe a new face counts / as reincarnation.”

Another sentence that opens on an adverb, “new face” tied to Willy’s malleability. At five
syllables, reincarnation is the poem’s longest word.

Lines 6-7

“The wand says, “I’ll be your ostrich, / if you’ll be my swan.”

The wand’s offer, rooted in birds at opposite ends of the beauty spectrum. The sound similarities
in wand and swan warm homophone’s back burner—not boiling, but our aural kettle is grateful
nonetheless.

Line 7

“In this life, what did I do wrong?”

How many times have you asked this question?

Lines 8-9

I think my heart is a magnet too. It attracts anything
that attracts joy like the summer grasses the swans track through.

Following the “I” statement, Simonds’s metaphor links to the toy’s filings, its pull on abstraction
conveyed with a simile harkening the swan. If we follow along in the sonnet rulebook, is this our
volta moment? Going out on a not-so-ionic limb, I say the volta occurs in the prior line, “In this
life, what did I do wrong?” Rhyme of too and through.

Lines 10-12
OMG, how in love I am with joy and with yours—how I know
that adding to it would only take it further off course,
off its precarious center, so for once, I won’t touch it.
Appearance of OMG, which jars the tonal solemnity yet fits with the childhood glee of using a
wand to transform a face. The well-read abbreviationist will tell you OMG’s first recorded use
was in a September 1917 correspondence between John Fisher, 1st Baron Fisher to Winston
Churchill.2
“I hear that a new order of Knighthood is on the tapis—O.M.G. (Oh! My God!)—Shower
it on the Admiralty!!”
Line ten’s monosyllabic construction is aided by repetition (how, I, with), plus the abstraction
with which the “I” is in love. This love cannot exist, for it would reroute joy, whose center is
precarious enough. Simonds’s adjectives are on the sparser side, so the four-syllable precarious
(the poem’s second-longest word) stands out, its end-letter ‘s’ blending with the center ‘c.’

Lines 13-14
I will stand wand-length away—let it
glide stupidly on its weightless line, without me.
The distance between “I” and the beloved is a wand’s length, its redness conveying passion. The
l’s and d’s in “glide stupidly” are softer alliteration, weightless and without fortified by their w’s
and lovers’ gravity—what goes up, written down.
Prompt
Write a sonnet that contrasts an oft-visited poetic image or object—think Brooks’s poolhall,
Frost’s road untaken—with a game that requires a considerable degree of hand finesse
(Operation, Jenga, and Twister spring to mind). What does this contrast reveal about the “I”?
How might your chosen game’s ‘props’ (i.e. forceps, blocks, spinner) factor into a simile?
Towards the end, bring in an acronym such as LOL, ROTFL, or BFF.
Try one line bookended by adverbs and at least two nestled sound-swap words.
Happy Poeming,

Jon
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https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44477/ode-on-a-grecian-urn

2 https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-first-use-of-omg-was-in-a-1917-letter-to-winston-

churchill-145636383/

